2nd Year Television and Radio

Ciaran Fahey – Station Manager
‘Hey everyone! I’m Ciaran and I'm hoping to be your new Station Manager for 2020/2021, so it
means a lot to me if you take the time to read this!’

About Me
Last year I took over the role as Head of Tech from
Edd. This role was a great learning experience for
me to understand how our servers and systems
work here at Shock Radio which taught me a lot
more about basic coding and what errors to look out
for when we have system issues.

Manifesto
●

●

●
Due to the difficult year we had regarding building
damage, I also had to rebuild the whole station
twice which gave me a great deal of knowledge on
how our station actually works. I took it upon myself
during this situation to teach and train a group of my
tech team and I hope to continue this by running
more skill workshops with the Head of Tech next
year on studio set up.
If you choose me as your Station Manager, I want to
make it a year to remember. We’ve had such a
stressful year that I think what our society needs
most at the moment is to really try and put the fun
back into our love for radio whether that be through
more regular socials that help us get to know each
other.

●

●

●

●
I want to organise more charity events as a society
as I know so many people are passionate about
raising money and sadly our chance to do that this
year was taken away from us. I also want to put
some TLC in our studios whether it be working on
our branding and just giving our studios a ‘’makeover’’ to properly give ourselves a fresh start in the
new year.
Shock has been a big part of my university
experience the last two years. Hopefully, as your
station manager I want to make my last one at shock
memorable.

●

I currently own the Wednesday Drivetime
slot where I'm trying to improve my
presentation skills.
If you’re worried about proof of my
dedication, I once spent 18 hours in Shock
trying to fix a complete system failure.
I’ve had work experience at Capital Fm
which gave me experience in the industry.
I am naturally very skilled with technology
and understand the servers we own. I will
make sure to learn even more and become
the Station Manager that Shock will need.
I hope to work with the committee to
improve our socials to make our Society a
closer unit, improve our online to have
more visual content and work with news so
that we have regular updates on our news
page.
I want to improve the levels of
communication within our society as I know
some people felt ‘out of the loop’ as such
this year and I don’t want anyone to feel
like that next year.
I want to bring in some new updates to our
equipment such as better chairs (as too
many of our current ones have broken),
better pop shields as our current ones are
tearing and just a better aesthetic for the
studio.
Lastly, I want to make sure next year we all
make some memories that the society will
remember for years to come.

Thank you for Reading and I hope you give me your
trust in this AGM!!

